Introduction
Romania is currently experiencing an unprecedented wave of emigration, the largest in its history. Landmarks for dramatic increases in emigration were 2001, when the visa requirement for Romanian citizens travelling to the Schengen area was abolished, and 2007, when Romania 210 joined the EU (Sandu 2006 (Sandu , 2010 . Out of a total of 19 million, which is the estimated figure for the population of Romania, more than 3 million are living and working abroad (Dragulin 2011:97) . The percentage of women among those involved in this process was initially lower than that of men but has caught up with it in the past few years. Thus, the percentage of women among Romanians going abroad to work has tripled since 2001 and presently stands at 55% of all Romanian migrant workers (Sandu 2010) . A large number of women migrants come from rural areas and are young, lowskilled workers, whereas women from urban areas tend to be more highly qualified and older. The job that the less skilled workers most frequently hold is that of domestic worker (60%) -cleaning houses or taking care of the elderly or of children (Sandu 2006:23) . Workers in agriculture -what is widely known as "căpșunari" (strawberry pickers) -make up only 15% of migrants. The rest of the 100% are highly skilled workers in a variety of fields ranging from medicine, business and computer science to architecture (Dragulin 2011:97-100 ).
Most of the research studies of Romanian migration lack any gender dimension; it is mainly via the media or more recently in narratives posted on the internet that we are offered a fuller description of women's experiences of dis-and relocation in host countries. Widely read women's journals such as Formula AS have been publishing letters on the plight of being a Romanian emigrant and bewailing the fact that no matter how hard a Romanian woman may try to integrate into the society of the host country, she still faces exclusion and discrimination.
Another category of letters and articles in the press is represented by the so-called "success-stories" frequently published in glossy magazines such as Elle, Cosmopolitan or the Romanian journal Unica, which tend to 211 foreground the glamorous aspects of the experience of highly skilled women working abroad. In the case of these successful women, migration is no longer a mere survival strategy but the result of a desire for mobility (Laliotou 2007:51) . Access to the job market is facilitated by educational opportunities, such as scholarships to pursue Master's or doctoral degrees in Western countries. A new wave of success stories has begun to appear in on-line journals and forums, addressing issues of migration and enlisting a transnational audience located in the various host countries in the EU, Canada, the USA and Australia as well as in Romania.
Transnational experiences of migrants have increasingly become a favourite topic for fiction, displacing the earlier obsession with Romania's experiences during the socialist period. Fictional narratives, many of them written by migrant writers, can be looked upon as responses to transnational experiences as well as attempts to re-write and make cultural sense of the large number of non-fictional narratives that have been accumulating in the media and on the net. This paper sets out to compare online non-fictional narratives with fictional ones, both dealing with Romanian women's migration. With regard to the online stories, emphasis will be placed on those posted on UK diaspora forums such as Romȃni în UK and Romȃni online în UK or in the online journal Confluențe, where an interesting diary -"Jurnalul londonez" (London Journal) is posted. As for fictional stories, I will be concentrating on Ioana Baetica Morpurgo's novel Imigranții (The Immigrants) with some references to Aura Imbarus's autobiographical story Out of the Transylvania Night and to other novels written by East European migrant writers. I will be arguing that the audience the stories are addressed to (and indirectly the language the story is told in) play a decisive role in the attitude adopted towards the migration experience and in the value placed on the challenges and opportunities it offers.
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Secondly, fictional and non-fictional stories will be considered in terms of their handling of major issues in transnational migration, such as citizenship, agency and empowerment, the desire to return to one's home country, and the utopian desires associated with the West.
Women authors writing on migration
One important element that the non-fictional and fictional stories discussed in this paper have in common is the fact that they are written in Moldova. As they are associated with poverty and poor countries, they are treated worse than workers from Poland or Lithuania and are considered "not quite white".
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Women writing to journals such as Formula AS often stress their low social status in the host country, describing it as that of servants:"suntem slugi la străini" ('we are servants to strangers'). Frustration and resentment caused by the injury done to both their self-esteem and their sense of national pride are recurrent in all types of migrant narratives.
Lavinia, the author of the online London Journal, is particularly disappointed with the British authorities, who seem to give priority to non-EU immigrants, whereas she, an EU citizen, has to wait months on end to receive the longed-for NINO [National Insurance number] and thus be able to work in the UK.
Morpurgo's characters similarly emphasise the restricted agency available to them in the host country, where they feel relegated to a subordinate position. As a Romanian in the UK "the only role available to you is to conform, not to change anything," admits one of Morpurgo's characters, Maria (Morpurgo 2011:187) . Sabina, a domestic worker in the novel, though she takes devoted care of her employer, cannot overcome the stigma attached to being a migrant. Even Traian, the successful broker working in the City, suffers from negative stereotyping; he is called either (Morpurgo 2011:142) Maria thinks that Romanian migrants will forever be mere "venetici" (a derogatory term for 'strangers') who "keep knocking at the honeyed doors of Western Europe and will not be let in" (Morpurgo 2011:187) . Lavinia's migration experience is the Western myth of emancipation and of the self-made man. Arguably, this template was already available to her in Romania as a component of the dream of migrating to the "West" and has been reinforced during her stay in the UK. The discursive insistence on the need to "make it" in the host country is enhanced by the participatory structure that the net-stories are embedded in. The transnational audience of Lavinia's stories encourages her in her determination to "stick it out against all odds", rather than admit defeat and return home. 
Lavinia writes in her London
Journal that what determined her to migrate was a desire for mobility that would give her the opportunity to enjoy the much-praised freedoms and opportunities British society could offer. Though she keeps repeating that she might just as well go home if she fails to get a job in London, she acknowledges that she has staked everything on making it in the UK. Migration is a life project rather than merely a temporary exposure to another civilisation. Even if the migrants become painfully aware of the gap between their initial dreams and the reality of migration, they do not express a desire to return to Romania for good. They are determined to live out the story of personal development and success against all the odds and in spite of all their sacrifices, as they are convinced that Romanian society holds no convincing future for them.
As Cristian Bocancea points out, the migrants are strongly attached to the ideals of liberty, equality and personal development and are ready to accept the sacrifice of these principles in the present so as to recover them in a not very distant future (2011:5). Returning to Romania, by contrast, would signify a return to prison and hopelessness (Trandafiroiu 2013:38-40 ). 
Conclusion
For all her postmodern approach to novel writing, Morpurgo's stories come close to the templates that inform the non-fictional stories 222 published online. Fragmentation, discontinuity, the use of multiple temporalities and multiple narrative perspectives (first person, third person), the inclusion of e-mails, diaries, and anthropological interviews, in short, all the stylistic devices common to migration literature are in evidence in Morpurgo's novel (Frank 2008:19-21) . At the same time, Morpurgo does not shy away from using plots and narratives that recur in popular culture.
The melodramatic plot style of soap operas seems to have been deliberately used to fashion the happy ending of Sabina's migration story: she inherits her employer's fortune, marries his son, and makes plans to bring her own son over to the UK.
However, what distinguishes Morpurgo's approach to the narrative of migration from her online non-fictional counterparts is her eagerness to undercut any utopian ending. To take the example of Sabina: she may have become financially secure, yet her status as an outsider is reasserted. Her former employer's act of leaving her his fortune is designed to emphasise the fact that she is still nothing but a pariah, only slightly better than her paedophile husband.
